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IOHE Critical of NOG
ChangeoverPackage
Masterair
Products
Commence
Trading
MASTERAIR PRODUCTS -
the new company born outofthe
demise of Masterair Ltd - is
now fully operational and
employing 31 people at the same
premises in North Road,
Finglas. Master Products is but
a trading name though, the
holding company being Brinza
Ltd whose directors are Robert
McGrattan (Chairman), Pat
Trundell (Financial), Paul Abell
(Sales & Marketing) and
Vincent Garvey (Production).
Both Paul Abell and Vincent
Garvey were formally with
Masterair Ltd while Robert
McGrattan (who incidently is a
brother of Eamonn's) heads the
Carlton Record Co. (Pat
Trundell is also financial
controller of the Ca rlton Record
Co).
Robert McGrattan's acquis-
ition of the goodwill, building
nremises and machinery of
\ !:lsterair Ltd from the Receiver
came about as a result of his wish
to diversify because of the
changes taking places within the
record industry. Apparently, it
would take an injection of
approximately £5 million for
Carlton Records to tool up for
Continued on page 2
• Denis Walsh, newly-appointed
General Manager, Grundfos
(Ireland) Ltd, who took up hisposition
on 9 March last.
IhVex/Gas
Ireland '87
REFLECTING THE difficult
trading times within the
industry and the changing
emphasis on the need for a more
direct and personal sales
approach, this year's Ih Vex/
Gas Ireland is being held in the
more intimate surroundings of
the Burlington Hotel, Dublin.
All the leading names are
participating with the show all
but bookedoutaswegotopress.
For a full list of exhibitors see
our special centre page pull-out
section. This also contains a
stand index to help you find the
company you are looking for
more easily.
Additionally, the IDHE
Biennial Conference is being
held in tandem with the show.
Again full details are contained
within this special issue oflri h
H&V News. See page 18 for
details.
materials required (including consumer bases using a
the boiler), reputable contract- pecially-prepared four-page,
ors have argued that the time full-colour leaflet.
needed to do the job properly This leaflet outlines the many
and thereby sq(elywould mean a benefits of the package as
an overall loss on the package of perceived by NDG with the
£996. main thrust of the presentation
What the IDH E is concerned adopting the "what you get for
about is that contractors will £996" approach.
undertake to do the package for Listed under this heading are
the consumer at the price quoted such items as room thermostat
and then take short cuts where necessary: necessary pipe
wherever possible to try and and fittings to connect boiler to
minimise or prevent altogether existing coal back boilersystem;
such an overall loss. air vent if necessary: necessary
The problem goes back over a electrical work, and so on. It i
number of weeks to when the this ambiguity which concerns
package was first unveiled to many.
contractors at a specially- Additionally, under the
convened meeting to familiarise "conditions" of the package
would-be installers with the listed on the outside back of the
scheme. Atthat meeting those in leaflet the IDHE is equally
attendance were told how the concerned. In a letter to NDG
initial plan had been fora major dated 7 February last,
promotional campaign but, Chairman Harry Pattison wrote
given the Raglan House asking for a meeting to discuss
explosion, NDG thought it best Continued on page 6
to adopt a more low-key ...-----....:....--------
approach. Hence the plan for a
direct mail shot to selected
PROBLEMS CONTINUE to
mount at an alarming rate for
New Dublin Gas. In addition to
yet another explosion which has
done untold damage to the
consumer's already discredited
erception of natural gas as a
afe fuel source, the Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers
has come out very strongly
against NDG's latest promo-
tional concept.
The main thrust of the new
campaign centres on a central
heating changeover package
from solid fuel to natural gas
citing many advantages but
proclaiming very forcefully the
price tag of £996.
It is this fixed price of £996
which has upset the IDHE _
not however because ofthe price
itself but rat her beea use a
pricing investigation by the
Institute Il1to the package
reveals that the work involved
simply could not be undertaken
sa(ely for such a sum. Taking
even the most competitive prices
n the acquisition of all the
• A comp'ut~r roon~ .ap~lication for ~ free-standing PSH4 unit from the
Mitsubi.fhl Air Con~ltIomngrange. Available with or without a heatpump, the
PS range hasfour SizeS up to the PS(H) 10 with a cooling/heating capacity of
28129 kW.
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You can't afford to gamble
when it comes to pumps!
MULTISPEED COMMERCIAL
HEATING CIRCULATORS
LIGHT COMMERCIAL &
DOMESTIC HEATING CIRCULATORS
When performance counts, your choice of pump is
possibly one of the most important decisions you have
to make.
That's why you need Grundfos!
Grundfos has aworldwide reputation for reliability, for
smooth, quiet running and for long life.
The Grundfos range covers circuits from 30,000 to
6,000,000 btu'slhr.
Grundfos the cost effective answer for new,
refurbished or replacement pumps.
FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL
FOR VITAL PUMP COMPONENTS
GAUNDFOS~M
Wayoutfrontinqualityand service il5J
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock. Co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: 01 954926. Telex: 90544.
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IDHE CONVENTION
Ninth Biennial Convention , Page 18
GRUNDFOS QUALITY
ASSURANCE AWARD
Final chance to enter this competition Page 17
VENUE - Burlington Hotel
DATES - 24/25/26 March
DON'T FORGET!
• Bob Coachman, IDHE President with John Darcy, Sanbra Fyffe and
Bill Perice, Designed Heating, pictured prior to the IDHE works visit last
month.
•IhYex
Page 13
TAXATION PROBLEMS?
How to deal with the new form of assessment for
the self-employed Page 20
NEWS EXTRA Page 21
SANITARY WARE
Product trends aid individual design flair
.............................. Page 22
GAS IRELAND/lhVEX '87
Full details and list of exhibitors
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Summertime
Work For
Students
lOE HOGA , Education
Officer of the IDHE, has asked
us to point out that the Institue
now has 20 full-time students
who will be seeking employment
over the summer months
shortly.
Normally these students have
to go overseas and, while the
experience certainly does them
no harm, the more ideal
situation would be for them to
get that same practical
experience here at home.
If you have any vacancy
which would suit such a student
for the summer period, please
Contact the IDHE. Katrina
McTernan, IDHE Secretary,
will be pleased to hear from you
and she in turn will direct all
enquiries to loe Hogan.
EXT MEETI G: The next
technical evening ofthe Institute
(which will be the first event
fOllowing this month's
Convention at the Burlington-
see page 18) will be at the
Montrose Hotel, Dublin on 30
April. Full details have as yet to
be formalised but the main topic
of conversation will center on a
paper by Drayton Controls.
MaSlerair PrOducts
Continued/rom page 1
the compact disc industry,
something which Mr McGrat-a
tan chose not to do. Instead,h~
instructed his bank to look out
for new areas of investment.
One of those potentials
presented by the bank was
Masterair, details of which
Robert McGrattan had already
obtained. Shortly thereafter a
deal was done. either the
company nor the Receiver
would reveal the sums involved.
Over the next 12 mon ths
Masterair Products hope for a
turnover in the region of £ 1.2
million with a range of products
comprising air handling units,
controls and control panels,
acoustic equipment, the MDF
computer suite equipment, the
MCA range of condensing units
and the MWC range of air-
cooled liquid chillers.
Masterair Products has also
taken on all responsibility for
warranties and guarantees
appertaining to Masterair
products supplied up to now.
to date with the technological
changes taking place in the
industry today by arranging
technical lectures and demon-
strations by manufacturers and
agents;
(3) Informing the general
public of the advantages of
statutory registration for
plumbers, being as it is the sure
way to protect both the general
public and the qualified crafts-
per on.
• BELOW: Photographs taken during the Institutes latest meeting in the
Gresham Hotel.
Council are basically thesameas
those of the Institue itself as set
out in their booklet HA Guide to
Better Standards", but for the
immediate future here in Ireland
the Council is concentrating its
efforts in the following areas:-
(I) Building up membership of
the District Council by
encouraging as many plumbers
as possible from all sections of
the industry to join the Institute;
(2) Keeping the membership up
Institute of Plumbing
News
THE INSTITUTE of
Plumbing, which was founded
in Britain in 1906 with the
objective of developing the
industrial and technical areas of
the plumbing industry, is now a
worldwide organisation with a
membership of J3,500.
Mem bership of the Irish District
Council is currently over 200
and all sections of the plumbing
industry - both trade and
professional - are represented
in its membership.
The Institute is an
independent, non-political
trade organisation pursuing its
major objectives of raising the
cience and practice of
plumbing to the highest possible
level and to this end the Institute
has published many technical
books and papers, all of which
have now become standard
reference material.
Membership of the Institue is
limited to those with suitable
technical and professional
qualifications and relevant
industrial experience. The
Institue colaborates with
manufacturers in the introduction
of new products and is assuming
an increasingly important role
in the technical development of
building services, in particular
plumbing.
The Irish District Council
holds a number of meetings
during the year and for these it
invites manufacturers or agents
to participate by acting as hosts
for a trade evening. These trade
evenings usually take the form
of a two orthree hourmeetingat
which the manufacturer or
agent exhibits and demonstrates
his products and answers any
questions or queries which may
arise from the members.
The latest meeting - last
month in the Gresham Hotel,
Dublin - was kindly hosted by
Unidare Terrain Ltd., who are
old friends of the Institute of
Plumbing since they hosted the
Inaugural meeting of the Irish
District Council in 1981.
The President and General
Council of the Institute fully
supported the Irish members in
their move to set up the District
Council whose membership is
currently 170.
The aims of the Irish District
2 H& V News, March 1987 4
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~ Available in floor-standing,
~\lS O!.._ plus wall, window and
see \l~o.~'1 ceiling-mounted models.stO('\~"E~~._.,~~MITSUBISHI
AIR CONDITIONING
WE'VE INTRODUCED
AN ADVANCED RANGE
AIR CONDITIONERS
TO IRELAND
MITSUBISHI We've dramatically raised thestandards of air-conditioningtechnology without raising the price.
HAVE DECIDED IT'S TIME air_c~~~~~~~~~sul~~~~~~~i~~
In energy effICiency.
TO CLEAR THE AIR And they offer many "optional extras"as standard features.Plus atwo-year parts and labour
warranty,
(Though, we doubt you'll ever need it
because of our well-earned reputation
for superb dependability,)
OF SO switch on to the newrange of technologically-advanced Mitsubishi air
conditioners.
For further details, write to the
address below.
Mitsubishi Electric, Industrial Division, Western Industrial Estate, Naas Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 505007. Fax 561337. 5
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Flexible System Control for the
Greatest Energy Savings Ever
Micro-Climate Control keeps saving you money,
day in and day out. With Micro-Climate Control
the cooling is locally controlled, from a conve-
nient remote control in each room. Remote
control thermostats automatically control the
corresponding compressors in three stages:
Maximum, 50% and Off, for an amazing
energy savings. And each fan coil unit can be
shut off independently from the remote control
to avoid cooling empty rooms.
-----------,
I
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I
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DAIKIN
Retrofit Air Conditioning
Cooling Only And Heat Pump
Low Initial Investment, Low
Maintenance Bills
Actually, you save every step of the way with
the Multi-System Air Conditioner. You save in-
stallation space because the system needs no
bulky air dueting, transfer equipment or water
piping, and you save the cost of these
materials too, as well as the time normally
taken to install them. You end up with a
system that, through superior efficiency and
organization, is simpler and thus more reliable.
This results in lower maintenance costs.
-..------------.S} I
coolail1
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION
25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. DUblin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01) 511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel.: (021) 503630 Telex: 76152 6
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Interbuild '87 Award for Calor MD
INTERBUILD 87 is staging the
largest ever display of domestic
heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning products at the
National Exhibition Centre
Birmingham, from 22/28
November this year. Thesection
has been moved by popular
demand to a larger area where
the number and size of
exhibitors' stands can expand to
meet the market demand.
This international exhibition
sets the stage for a I'u 11 seve n da ys
of non-stop business involving
every sector of the building and
construction industry. The
lOW is impressive: 134,000
isitors, all top quality buyers
and specifiers, went to
Interbuild in 1985 when 1200
exhibitors filled all eight halls of
the exhibition centre; 25,747 of
these visitors were directly
concerned with ordering,
buymg .or specifying heating,
ventllatmg and air-conditioning
products.
The installation and servicing
of heating, ventilating and air-
conditioning is a vigorous and
expanding section of the
building industry. This has
always been evident at
Interbuild and Interbuild 87 will
be no exception.
A great many corn panies ha ve
returned from the last show and
are already booked in. Always
looking for new markets, new
products and more business for
exhibitors and visitors,
Interbuild is attracting new
faces to the heating section for
1987. Numbered among them
are Myson, who recently
acquired Thorn EMI; Hotflow;
Resil and John Guest. Big
names returning from 1985 a re
Baxi, PilkinglOn Insulation,The
Solid Fuel Advisory Board,
Potterton, Heatrae Sadia
Heating, Vaillant, Calor Gas
and The Electricity Council.
• Val Gunning Geesala and Managing Director ofCalor Kosangas receives the
1986 Mayo Person ofthe Year Awardat the Association'sAnnual Dinner Dance
in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin. Over 900people attendedthefunction and the
Chairman of the Association, Michael Walsh, welcomed the guests. The panel
of adjudicators were Eamon Doherty, Assistant Commissioner, An Garda
Siochana; Paddy Downey, GAA Correspondent, Irish Times; and Marian
Richardson, RTf!: Pictured at the presentation were (l to r): Michael Walsh,
Chairman, Mayo Association and Val Gunning, Managing Director, Calor
Kosangas.
with ROBEY
you always win!
\ \ / /
@
WHICH BOILER?
WHAT FUEL?
WHY GAMBLE!!!
ROD~
ROBEY have a complete range of steam and
hot water boilers available for oil, gas, coal
and waste, for single, dual or multi-fuel firing.
BabCOck RObey Limited
A Babcock International company
p.a. Box 23, Witham House,
Lincoln LN5 8XE. Telephone 0522 21381
Telex: 56109 Fax: 052245118
H&VNews, March 1987 5
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Stelrad at IhVex
• Students on the IDHE works visit to Sanbra Fyffe included Michael Doyle,
William Trimble, Sara Hogan, Jason Collier, Nicholas Ingle andStuart Scott.
They are pictured here with John Darcy, Managing Director, Sanbra Fyffe (4th
from left), and Joe Hogan, Education Officer, IDHE,
Sanbra Fyffe
Factory Visit
and then tryIng to makethat suit
every individual instance is a
dangerous precedent in any
context but, to do so in deat'mg
with an issue where afety
considerations are ofparamount
importance is worse. . ~
However, that is not to
suggest that NDG is being
negligent in any way. No one is
accusing the company of
encouraging bad workmanship.
It's just that the present fixed
price package deal for central
heating conversions could result
in contractors needing to take
short cuts to make it pay.
What the IDHE - and
indeed all reputable contractors
- want to see is a package
devised whereby the essential
safety and workmanshi
requirements are insisted 0
that fundamental IDHE or
similarly-recognised standards
are adhered to, and that the
pricing structure is flexible
enough to allow for that to be
done properly.
The IDHE' agruement is
that the present conver ion
package simply cannot be done
safely at a price of £996.
Given the present circum-
stances and recognising that it
has almost become fashionable
within the media to knock
NDG, Irish H& V News has no
wish to Join the popular
bandwagon. However, where
such matters as regulations,
standards and safety are
concerned, we reserve the right
to convey to our readership the
informed opinion of recognis
experts.
Perhaps it's time that NDG
also recognised that there is a
wealth of independent and
maybe even more experienced
and better informed expertise
Outside ofthe company to whom
it should turn for advice and
guidance. It's policy up to now
of imposing already-decided
schemes and package on the
industry has proved anything
but successful.
The combined interests of
contractors, the appliance
supply sector and NDG are all
interdependent on one another.
No one sector - and especially
NDG -can make it without the
100% support of the other two.
It's time NDG realised this and
stopped trying to lead the
charge. The way forward is for a
concerted effort based on a
trategy devised on the basis of
the combined input and trength
of all concerned.
IDHE Critical of DG
Continuedfrom page 1
the matter and stating the
followng:-
"The (IDHE) Committee
feels th a t t he lea flet IS
misleading, confusing and
unrealistic in terms of the price
quoted if the work is to be
carried out to IDHE standards.
"We would ask you to clarify
this matter by return as we feel
we could not recommend
acceptance of this offer in its
present form, to the public or
our members".
NDG's reply was a letter
dated 18 FebruaryinwhichaMr
John Hynes stated:- "The
Receiver has asked me to
respond to your letter. The
company does not accept the
points made in (the 2nd
paragraph of) your letter. We
are quite satisfied that the price
quoted in the leaflet will permit
work to be carried out to the
relevant Irish standards".
However, the letter also said
that the company was willing to
meet with IDHErepresentatives
in order to discuss the matter
and, as we went to press, that
meeting was tentatively
arranged for Friday, 13 March
last.
However, the IDHE's letter
was not the first indication to
NDG that the package was
thought unrealistic. At the
original meeting at which it was
unveiled to contractors at least
one reputable contractor voic d
his concern and, despite his
request for a breakdown as to
how the £996 price had been
arrived at, no satisfactory
response was forthcoming.
Since then Irish H& V News has
spoken toothercontractor who
agree with the sentiment that it
would be very difficult to do the
job properly and thereby safely
at the price quoted and still
make it pay. The suggestion is
that a contractor would have to
cut corners.
Some have even suggested
that it was a similar approach a
few years ago which resulted in
contractors eventually going
out of business (witness
liquidationsoflast 12months),a
matter which not only affected
the contracting sector's image
but one which also resulted in
damaging losses to the
distribution sector.
The concept of conceiving a
marketing price to achieve an
affective promotional identity
panel radiator with one or two
convector. Standardised on
heights of 300, 400, 600 and
750mm, the Accord comes in
lengths from 480mm to
3,200mm.
Also on show will be the gas-
fired Ideal Mexico Super floor-
standing domestic boiler, which
has a range of five models with
maximum outputs of 19.05 KW
(65,000 BTU/H) to 36.64
(125,000 BTU/H) gas-fired
Ideal WLX wall-hung domestic
boiler with a range of seven
models and outputs of 5.9 KW
(20,000 BTU/H) to 17.6 KW
(60,000 BTU/H).
On the commercial front
there will be the Ideal Accord
Super Series 3 boiler which has
up to 12 heat exchanger
modules, each with an output of
50 KW (171,000 BTU/H).
which is mostly designated to
Irish and British standards.
Since going it alone last year
with Irish capital and
management, production has
been increased and significant
export orders have been
achieved.
The latest visit reinforces the
good relationship that always
existed between the IDHE, and
in fact the entire heating and
plumbing industry, and their
friends in Santry.
Additionally, HPCA Chair-
man, Oliver Ginty, who was also
on the visit, thanked Sanbra
Fyffe for including his members
and al 0 made the point that he
was especially glad to see
quality, Irish-made instantor
fittings back in ready
availability.
STELRAD, WHO will be
exhibiting a range of domestic
and commercial heating
products at Ih Vex, has strong
links with Ireland.
Most of the tappings for
Stelrad's Accord radiator are
manufactured by Stelrad
components Ltd in Listowel,
Co. Kerry, and supplied by
Da vies Builders Providers,
Fairview, Dublin.
Stelrad Components, estab-
lished in 1969, currently employs
60 people and ships over 200,000
components perweek to Stelrad
radiator factories in the UK.
Visitors to the Stelrad stand at
Ih Vex will be able to see the
Accord Radiator which has a
white high-gloss finish and is
available as a single panel
radiator, with or without
convector surface, orasa double
6 H& V News, March 1987
IN CONNECTION with the
IDHE technical visit to Sanbra
Fyffe conex works, there was a
good cross-section of the
industry in attendance,
approximately 45 people in all,
representing IDHE heating
contractors, heating and
plumbing suppliers, HPCA
members and students from
Bolton Street who were given
time off from there full-time
Building Services Course.
The day was a tremendous
success and asalways the Sanbra
Fyffe hospitality was second to
none.
The IDHE party saw all
aspects of their production
process with several members
commenting on the evident care
and attention to quality, which
characterises their production,
8
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Pollution Abatement Conference
C&F at Gas Ireland
THIS IS the year designated by
the EEC as the European Year
of the Environment (EYE) and
in response, an International
Pollution Abatement Confer-
ence, "The Technology of
Environmental Protection" is
being held in Birmingham from
6/8 April 1987. The Conference
is promoted by the Department
of the Environment in the UK
and supported by the
Confederation of British
Industry and will be held in
conjunction with a Fair
featuring equipment and
services available in the fight
against pollution.
The opening address will be
by The Hon William Walde-
grave, MP, Minister for the
Environment, Countryside and
Planning, and other principal
speakers include Commissioner
S Clinton Davis,Commissionof
the European Communities;
Hugh Fish, Chairman of the
Natural Environment Research
Council; and Sir Peter Harrop,
Chairman, UK EYE Committee.
After a general session
entitled "Action by the
European Community to
Support Cleaner Technologies",
there will beseparatesessionson
air, land and water pollution.
Subjects of papers will range
from consideration of cleaner
C & F LTO will exhibit products
and product applications from
several of their principals
including:
Johnson & Starley Ltd - who
are showing their range of JAH
Free-Standing Warm Air Units,
which are suitable for both
commercial and light industrial
installations;
Glow Worm will show the Fuel
Saver Fanned Flue and the Co-
technologies in the chemical
industry, through managment
of hazardous wastes, to land use
and its effects on water quality,
and the authors are all
acknowledged experts in their
field, drawn from a wide range
of backgrounds and countries.
There will also be a number of
poster displays.
The conference will provide a
Ordinate Coal Effect Fires
which have proved to be most
successful.
Rite-Vent Ltd will be
demonstrating their Maxnow
Gas Flue, in diameters from 8"
up to 14". Maxnow is readily
available ex-stock from C & F,
Dublin.
Honeywell Ltd will have their
Sundial System Controls on
view. The Sundial System will
rare opportunity for everyone
interested in the preservation
and improvement of the
environment to debate the
issues, as well as the technology.
Details are available from the
IPAC Conference Organiser,
Public Works Congress
Council, Millis House, The
Causeway, Staines, Middlesex
TW 18 3BX,(Tel: 0784 52748).
automatically control one's
C/H system and your hot water
and there are worthwhile
optional extras with this
Honeywell System.
Hamworthy Engineering will
demonstrate their ever popular
modular Gas Fired Boiler
Systems.
Stand Executives are Michael
Melligan and John C. Duignan.
LOOK OUT FORQUIET PACK
NOW FlITED. WITH HOT SPOTMOTOR PROTECTION
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720448
Not only does the range of QUIET PACK
air handling units offer the advantages of
superbly designed and engineered sound
suppressed ventilation bufit also features the
unique HOT SPOT motor protection. Now it
means that should the motor be subjected to
overloading, HOT SPOT motor protection will
automatically switch it off. For indication of
overloading and manual re-setting, the
SENTINEL starter is also available.
The QUIET PACK is designed for instal-
lation where a high but quiefair extraction is
required - bungaTows, libraries, board rooms,
offices, hospitals, dubs, schools etc. The HOT
SPOT protected external rotor motor fans are
mounted in insulated double skinned
galvanised steel casing.
The QUIET PACK range is su~ported with
a comprehensive package of anCillaries
obtainable from the largest fan distribution
network in the country
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT HOT SPOT YOU'D BETTER LOOK OUt
f • @Oroo unitsgroup ~N'" ==~
Peartree House, Peartree Lane, Dudley. west MIdlands DY2 OQU, UK. TeI: Brierley HIli (0384) 74062. Telex: 335696 RUNITS G.
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NEW PRODUCTS - LITERATURE
Good Energy Management
Old Look For New
From Shires
With the easy-to-use micro-
processor, control units can be
controlled individually or,
remotely (up to 500 m) or by
group control with up to )6units
on the one controller.
Additional control can be
incorporated by the u e of an
automatic 7 day timer. This
allows the choice of the
following types of control.
a) Automatic start and stop at
set time with manual remote
stop at any time.
b) Automatic start and stop at
set time with manual remote
tart at any time.
(c) Manual start by remote
controller during set time and
automatic stop.
With a setback control of
either 2, 4, or 6 degrees C and an
LED display, the unit offers
both convenience and versatility.
Mitsubishi traditional
reliability is complemented bya
self-diagnostic system incor-
porated on the indoor models. If
a malfunction OCcurs the indoor
a malfunction OCCurs the
problem is detected and
instantly indicated by an LED
lamp.
Moreover the design is
equipped with an alarm lamp,
emergency operating mechan-
ism, a trial operation switch a 3
minute re-start prevent'ion
mode and total re-start
prevent/on in case of power
failure:
For further information
contact Mitsubishi Electric,
Industrial Division, Western
Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12.
• Another of the new generation of
electronic heating systems for larger
buildingsfrom Danfoss - the "Multi-
Purpose System 6000". Detailsfrom
J J Sampson.
Copies of the certificates can
be supplied on request,and a full
catalogue is available from
Aergrilles Ltd, 59 Brunswick
Street, Dublin 7, (Tel: 770772).
Mitsubishi
Ceiling
Cassette
Range
In the open plan office, shop or
the department store the Ph
ceiling cassette range can offer
an effective solution to uniform
air distribution, as the need for
valuable floor, wall or window
space is eliminated. A twin
swing louvre mechanism
contained in theatlractivegrille,
ensures an even room
temperature spread.
The PL units come complete
with knock-out panels foreither
branch ducting or fresh air
intake.
Irish Grilles
in Denmark
A selection of grilles and
diffusers from the range
manufactured by Aergrilles Ltd,
have been tested and certified in
Denmark.
Comprehensive measure-
ments of performance have been
carried out in the test laboratory
of a large Danish company and
the results of these tests establish
that the Aergrilles' products
conform with standards for
European air distribution
equipment.
Aergrilles are very pleased to
receive these certificates of
performance and see them as
further steps in the company's
policy of continuous product
improvement.
dishes and visually distinctive
rim. The close-coupled wc and
bidet each have a sli mline foot to
co-ordinate with the washbasin
pedestal.
To achieve that look of total
co-ordination, Shires' range of
Serenade accessories is also
available in Blue Dell'.
Styled in ceramic material
with streamlined contours for
easy cleaning, the Serenade
range consists of bathroom
hell', robe hook, soap dish, soap
and sponge dish, toilet roll
holder, toothbrush and tumbler
holder, towel rail and towel ring.
As a final complementary
touch, the Blue Dell' Suite is'
offered with a range of highly
attractive Edwardian style
brassware. These nostalgic
looking mixers for the bath,
basin and bidet come in a choice
of Chrome or Venetian Gold
finish.
Details from Shires )reland
Ltd, Broomhill Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, (Tel: 515877).
installations;
• The number of radiator
thermostats can be increased
almost without limit, provided a
signal amplifier is inserted in the
appropriate control lines.
To obtain the greatest
possible energy saving and to
simplify operation, a micropro-
cessor is built into the control
panel. When a control output is
set, the microprocessor
automatically calculates the
optimum time for starting the
heating in relation to the
outdoor temperature, the length
of setback period, and the
building time constant.
Space limitations do not
permit a full description of the
Danfoss R PS 2000 system bu t JJ
Sampson do have detailed
analysis available on how it has
been effectively used in other
countries to achieve significant
savings.
Copies of these, and technical
details of the system itself, are
available from JJ Sampson &
Son Ltd, Unit 71, Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate,
Ballyfermot Road, Dublin 10,
(Tel: 268111).
The new Blue Dell' suite from
Shires cleverly combines
modern styling with subtle
decoration to create a look that
has a definite aura of the
Edwardian/Victorian era.
As the name suggests, the
design is a classic delicate blue
line and floral motif on white.
The motif is repeated on the wc
suite, bidet, basin and pedestal,
bath panels and toilet sea t.
Exclusive to Shires, Blue Dell'
has been specifically designed to
meet the demands of the
growing number of homeowners
now preferring older properties
and eager to re-create that
"turn of the century" look.
The suite itself, however, is
definitely designed for living
today. The bath has ergonomi-
cally designed back and arm
rests, integrally moulded soap
shelves and twin grip handles.
The rounded contours of the
basin incorporate an internal
bowl shape, practical soap
Several schools in Denmark
have been equipped withan RPS
control system from Danfoss in
recent years. Significant energy
savings have been achieved and,
in most cases, improved heating
comfort in the individual rooms.
Caretakers and school boards
point especially to the
convenient mode of operation
which encourages the use of the
built-in saving functions.
Now JJ Sampson & Son Ltd
have made the system available
on the Irish market.
An RPS 2000 system can
comprise the following basic
components:
- An electronic control panel
with 24 outputs, each one of
which can be set to turn on and
turn off a function at the
requi red time;
- up to 24 receiver modules-
one for each room or for each
zone where room temperature
setback is required;
- up to about 100 radiator
thermostats· with electric
setback function to reduce the
room temperature by 5-8°C;
- relays to control lighting,
ventilation, pumps, and other
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CIBSENEWS
Quality Assurance In
Building Services
A one-day conference held at the Irish
Management Institute organised by the Republic
of Ireland Branch of CIBSE.
• Oliver Reddy, CIBSE "Quality Assurance in Building Services" organiser
with John Ken, Head of Quality Assurance Building Services Research
Information Association (BSRIA - UK); Eoin O'Cionna, CIBSE President;
and Ewing Patterson, Director, National Standards Authority of Ireland
(NSAI).
ification - checking;
(5) Miscellany.
BiU Nowlan. AssistantGeneral
Manager, Property Investments,
Irish Life Assurance plc,
presenting the client's view
opened in dramatic fashion by
stating that if buildings could be
built without building engineer-
ing services his life as a property
manager would be much
happier.
He acknowledged that
building services were playing an
increasingly important part
within buildings. It was vital that
the industry took a hard look at
itself with a view to improvingthe
quality of the service it provides.
He appreciated that the client
had a very important part to play
in providing a clear brief. On this
subject he said that consulting
engineers would, in some cases,
have to assist in producing abrief
bearing in mind the specialised
knowledge available to them.
Bill Nowlan went on to point
out that his company seemed to
have more difficulty with
building/engineering services
on projects here in Ireland in
stark contrast to other countries
such as America. Hewondered i
this had anything to do wit
consulting engineers, in some
instances, leaving design
responsibility to contractors on
specialist suppliers.
He pinpointed consulting
engineers for criticism because
they were the people whom he
had direct contact with. He had
no doubt that further down the
line with ·contractors and
specialist suppliers there were
also problems.
Bill Nowlan stated that he
would be willing to support every
effort in the industry to improve
quality and he felt that Quality
Assurance might well be the
vehicle which would help
achieve this.
John Kew. Head of QA at
BSRIA, stated that Quality
Assurance was all about giving a
client confidence, assuring him
,.we can do the job we saywe can
d "o.
He said it must:-
some. No doubt the industry
needs QA There will be a net
gain. The roundabouts will be
smoother, but the swings could
be rougher. Who sits where?
Relating to building services
and their internal and external
relationships, can we identify
some ofthequestions pertaining
to the network of software and
hardware, process and product,
which expands and contracts,
eventually to contain a
satisfactory building?
These questions arise under
the following headings:
(1) Quality assurance and
building;
(2) Relationship and engineer·
ing services;
(3) Certification - qualification
- warranties - insurances;
(4) Implementation - spec·
• Sean Mulcahy, VMRA with Brian Moss, Chairman, Building Engineering
Services Quality Assurance (BESQA - UK); Paddy C1onan, CIBSE
Chairman; Hugh Munroe, Vice-Chairman CIBSE; and P J Doyle, CIBSE
Committee member.
many of the top managers in the
building services industry, as
well as clients, was an indication
of the importance of the topic. In
declaring the Conference open
he wished it every success.
Sean Mulcahy. Chairman of
VMRA Consulting Engineers,
gave the keynote address on
·'Who Assures Quality". He said
that given inthe building industry
the present multiplicity of roles
and responsibilities and the
blurred scarred facets of tens of
interfaces, then the need for
formal consistent sustained
procedures is great.
QA, in its present early
exploratory application to
building, poses a myriad ot
questions. The answers, when
and if they come, may well be
ironic for all and painful for
In 1985 the Republic of Ireland
Branch of CIBSE first set uptheir
Quality Assurance Panel. The
brief for the panel was to
investigate the possible
application of Q.A. procedures
to our industry.
At about the same time VMRA
Consulting Engineers were
discussing Quality Assurance
for Design Offices with the
National Standards Authority of
Ireland. Olivery Reddy. while
working on this for VMRA, was
also a member of the C1BSE
committee. He was appointed
Chairman of the QA panel in
1986.
CIBSE had some exploratory
discussions with various
interested parties within the
industry and, as a result, decided
that the best way forward was to
embark on an educational
programme which would helpto
stimulate discussion within the
industry. This one·day Confer·
ence came about as a result of
that decision.
Paddy Clonan, Chairman of
CIBSE, Republic of Ireland
Branch, said that it was very
important that the industry
should be active about QA,
otherwise they might be faced
with the situation of having it
imposed on them at some time
in the future. He said that Oliver
Reddy had been to England to
find out what progress had been
made there. Discussions had
taken place with C1BSEintheUK
and with various members of
BESQA - Building Engineer-
ing Services Quality Assurance
Advisory Group.
The one-day Conference held
at the IMI on 25 February was
attended by 70 people. Very
roughly, this was broken down
into 20 consulting engineers, 20
contractors, 20 manufacturers/
suppliers and the remainder
were representatives of client
bodies such as the Departments
of Health and Education, Irish
Life and AnCO.
The Conference was opened
by Eoin Kenny, President of
CIBSE, who siad that the large
attendance which included
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Venue: Dublin's
Burlington Hotel
Exhibition Halls
Date: March 24, 25 & 26
1987.
Times: Tuesday, 5p.m. - 8p.m.
Wednesday, Noon - 8p.m.
Thursday, Noon - 5p.m.
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Heating & Ventilating/Air Conditioning/Refrigeration/
Fuel Conservation/Environmental Engineering/Pollution Control
EMERGENCY
EXIT
I 5
3
EXHIBITORS 3
V.I.P. 4
LOUNGE BAR 3.5
3
3
3
3
2
4 3
~ ~ENTRANCE'::L
• • •
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS
IhVex & Gas Ireland
List of Exhibitors
GMI Ltd
Unidare plc
Heatmerchants (Kilkenny) Ltd
Quadrant Engineers Ltd
Owen O'Brien Ltd
Adman Ltd
General Industrial Marine
Boilers Ltd
Lowara Ltd
Brook Thomas Ltd
G T Phelan Ltd
Terence O'Connor Ltd
Europumps Ltd
HOS Manufacturing Ltd
Runtalrad Ltd
Heatovent Ltd
C & F Ltd
Coolair Ltd
CMS Air Conditioning Ltd
Vistec Ltd
Stelrad Group Ltd
Calor Kosangas
Euro Gas Ltd
Pumps Services Ltd
Modern Plant Ltd
Flogas plc
S W Carty Instruments Ltd
Vent-Axia Ventilation Ltd
Powrmatic Ltd
Grundfos Ireland Ltd
Mitsubishi Electric Ltd
Manotherm Ltd
Finheat Ltd
Irish Goods Council
ALSO
IDHE BIENNIAL CONVENTION
Burlington Hotel
Dublin 2.
March 25th, 1987
See page 18/19 of
Irish H&V News, March Edition.
Institute ofDomestic Heating
and Environmental Engineers
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Unit 59, Broomhill Drive, Tallaght
Industrial Est}tte, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 520266 Telex: 91190 LlDY
Paddy C1onan, Chairman of
CIBSE Republic of Ireland
Branch, closed the conference
and thanked the speakers Sean
Mulcahy, Brian Moss, John Kew,
Bill Nowlan and Ewing
Patterson. He also thanked
conference organiser Oliver
Reddy.
He said that C1BSE would act
as a vehicle to move Q.A.
forward. They would contact the
various bodies representing the
industry within the next few
weeks with a view to convening a
meeting to decide on where we
go from here.
very happy to be associated with
the award and to act as the third
party assessor. He referred to the
fact that C1BSE and MEBSCA
representatives who had worked
on the committee to set the
ground rules forthe competition
would not be involved in the
actual assessment ifself. He
believed that it was important
that the assessment be carried
out byan independentthird party
like NSAI.
(IRELAND)
LTD.
• Industry, Waterworks, Mechanical Services.
• Stainless steel pumps - suitable for the chemical
and oil industries.
• Fully automatic shallow and deepwell pressure
systems for wells up to 300 ft.
• Submersible borehole pumps - for wells of all
diameters and depths.
• Drainage pumps, sewage pumps, monobloc, end
sUdion, multistage, process and special duties.
• Heating pumps - single or twin units.
• DESMI Marine pumps - self priming centrifugal
bilge pumps, ballast pumps, fire pumps, cooling
water pumps, wash deck pumps etc.
• Packaged Booster Sets - 'Made to Measure' for
domestic, industrial concems. Technical Advice and
know how. Large varied stocks.
• Full range of brass fiHings sizes lf2" • 3"
eLOWARA
systematic process can begin a
step by step improvement of
standards.
A good design quality system
should contain:-
(1 ) Validated design pro-
cedures;
(2) Production of effective
drawings and specification;
(3) Effective design manage-
ment and resource allocation;
(4) Procedures for establishing
design requirements;
(5) Access to a comprehensive
information system;
(6) Personnel with adequate
experience and training.
Ewing Patterson. Director of
The National Standards
Authority of Ireland spoke of the
work of the N.S.A.!. He discussed
I.S. 300 in detail and compared it
to BS5750 and ISO 9000.
IS 300 - the Irish Standard-
was written with 9000 in mind.
When 9000 is finally issued he
expects that IS 300 will only
reqUire Minimum modification
to bring it into line.
Ewing Patterson referred to
the Grundfos "Striving for
Quality Assurance Award" (see
page 17)andsaidthatNSAlwere
CIBSENEWS
- Q.A. should be based on
BS5750;
- An industry certification
board should be set up who
would be knowledgeable of the
industry.
John Kewe of BSRIA,
speaking on Quality Assurance
for Design, said that in his
experience there were four
major problems associated with
design negligence/design
failure cases:-
(1) Lack of design brief;
(2) Lack of expertise of
engineers;
(3) Lack of use of existing
information;
(4) Lack of control of the design
process.
While it would be very naive to
think that Q.A. could serve all the
problems, it can help to raise the
standards of design where they
are at present inadequate. The
proceduralisation of the design
processes can produce better
mechanism for management
control. Q.A. can provide
evidence where procedures are
inadequate and need changing
and where procedures are not
used. The adoption of a more
New CRange All
Stainless Steel Pumps
- make sense to our industry;
- deal with the problems;
- be cost effective;
- be available to a majority of
clients;
- increase client confidence
and satisfaction.
Brian Moss, Chairman of
BESQA and also Chairman of
NUAIRE, talked of his
company's experiences in
introducing Q.A. into a
manufacturing firm. He said
Q.A. was cost effective and that
he conclusively proved the
"can't afford Q.A." view as being
nonsense.
Brian madetheveryimportant
point that Q.A. will only succeed
if the client supports it.
He also spoke of BESQA, the
WEDO Building Engineering
uality Assurance committee,
scribing the events that
started atSunningdaleand led to
the setting up of BESCA -
BUilding Services Industry
Certification Board.
Brian said that BESQA, in
their deliberation in the UK, had
come to these conclusions:-
- There should be a single
industry scheme;
17
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• Left to Right: Hugh Munro, C/BSE Vice Chairman; David Hemming,
Crossland Rolls; Peter Savage, Menvier; )i1l/ Keating, Eastern Electrical; and
George O'Neill, C/BSE.
Legionnaires'Disease
Lighting Evening
VENUE
College of
Technology
Bolton St
AGM-5pm
TCS Awards - 6 pm
I.E.I.
Clyde Road.
6 pm for 6.30 pm
will be kept informed through
Irish H&V News.
Funds ~aised will go towards
offsetting the remaining costs
from the very successful C1BSE/
ASHRAE International Confer-
ence of September 1986,
assisting thefinancing ofthe very
active social and technical
programme which the branch
mounts each year and the
helping to build up the excellent
relationship established with
ASHRAE.
Scheduled dates are May
15th, 16th and 17th. Please puta
note in your diary.
(i) AGM
(ii) TCS Awards
EVENT
COMING EVENTS
Technical Evening
Computer Aided Analysis of
Dehumidifiers in Swimming Pools
By Michael Buckley, Director,
Walker Air Conditioning
Lighting Seminar Grand Hotel
Joint CIBSE/ILE Venture Malahide
Developments in Luminaire Design 11 am· 4 pm
and Implementation of new street
lighting code of practice
DATE
Thursday
April 9th
1987
Thursday
March 19th
1987
Thursday
April 2nd
1987
By popular demand, as they say
in theatrical circles, a second
conference is being organised
this year at the picturesque
Nuremore Hotel in Carrickma·
cross. Last years event was an
outstanding success enjoyed by
all participants and proved to be
one of the highlights of our
programme.
Once again we are indebtedto
our many sponsors for their
generous continued support.
Already the organising
committee is meeting regularly
in an endeavour to repeat last
year's success. Some exciting
innovations are planned and you
Nuremore Conference 11
options and converter units
developed by Menvier and
discussed their application.
Electronic control of
fluorescent lighting was outlined
by Mr David Hemming of
Crossland Rolls. He did an
analysis of a major installation in
which outdoor photo cells were
linked to a computer
programmed to operate banks
of lighting through dimmers.
The energy saving possible with
the aid of modern technology
was made apparent.
The evening was sponsored
by Eastern Electric Wholesale.
The second lighting evening of
this year's programme was
presented at Clyde Road where
two papers were delivered. An
attendance of 65 was recorded
thereby maintaining the
excellent standards of recent
years.
Mr Peter Savage of Menvier
described the main technical
developments in emergency
lighting. He outlined his firm's
approach to the inverter
operation of emergency
systems and made comparision
with normal mains installations
He spoke about self-contained
luminaires, central battery
On 5th March, at the College of
Technology, Bolton Street, the
Republic of Ireland Branch of
CIBSE staged ahalf·dayseminar
on Legionnaires' Disease. This
was one of a series of seminars
that C1BSE is holding around
Britain and Ireland, to help to
make the building services
engineering industry more
familiar with this problem.
DrJames Hutchinson opened
the seminar giving the medical
aspects of the problem.
LegiOFmaires' disease is an
illness characterised by
pneumonia; the fatality rate is
abut 10%. Anyone can develop it,
but smokers are more
vulnerable, as also are older
people, particularly men. It is
diagnosed by culturing the
organism, which can take up to
seyen days.
Dr Hutchinson emphasised
that it would be wrong to think of
/6 H&VNews,MarchJ987
the bacterium as something
special, demanding extreme
reaction when discovered. It is, in
fact, widespread; a survey in
Britain found that L. pneumo'
phila was present in two-thirds of
the hospitals surveyed and half
the hotels.
The organism thrives best in
water between 200C and 45OC.
People get infected by ingesting
the bacteria with their lungs; the
normal path for infection is
thought to be by inhalation of
small droplets ofwater. Running
taps, showers, cooling towers,
evaporative condensers come
into question as danger sources.
Under suitable conditions live
organisms can travel 50m. or
more. The incubation period for
the disease is 2 to 10 days at
most, generally 3 to 6. Person·to-
person spread of the infection
has not been documented.
Dr David Harper(an engineer,
notadoctorofmedicine)wasthe
next speaker. He has much
experience of LD; not alone as
Britain's foremost technical
investigator of outbreaks but
also in the most direct sense -
he once contracted it.
Investigation ofLD incidents is
a matter of checking the
installation of every location -
dead legs, bottoms of storage
tanks and calorifiers - where
water may stagnate in the 200 -
450C range taking samples and
having them checked. Then one
surveys the area for locations
where fine water particles -
aerosols - may get out into the
air. Interviews with maintenance
personnel are vital; but one
should remember that what they
say they did may differ from what
they acctually did. David Harper
has in his time turned over many
stones to find surprising things
underneath - six dead seagulls
in a watertank for instance.
Lastly, Paul Appleby gave the
nuts·and-bolts advice that
designers need what
preventive action to take against
LD.
Commissioning and estab-
lishment of proper operating
procedures are more than ever
important so far as LD is
concerned. Here Quality
Assurance is going to play an
important role.
Thinking and practice on
Legionnaires Disease are
developing all the time. The
ClBSE's Code of Practice on the
matter is very useful butwill need
revision as more is discovered.
All in all, a most useful
seminar. Perhaps the main
message is that we should take
Legionnaires' Disease seriously
but not exaggerate its
importance.
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GRUNDFOS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE NATIONAL STANDARDS AUTHORITY OF IRELAND
Striving For
Quality Assurance Award
Since the inaugeral Grundfos/NSAI sponsored "Striving For Quality Assurance" Award last year, those
involved in the building sector have demonstrated an ever-increasing willingness to support and promote the
whole concept of quality assurance. Representative bodies such as the CIBSE and MEBSCA have especially
taken up the challenge and to this end are again involved in the judging procedure. Oliver Reddy from CIBSE
and Ted Bourke of MEBSCA are the nominated representatives who will sit on the panel of assessors with John
Purcell and Ewing Patterson of the NSAI.
However, there has been a change in the format of participation over last year. To encourage a broader
involvement and to avoid any bias towards larger firms, both mechanical and electrical contractors, in addition
to consultants, are invited to nominate a finished building project - irrespective of size or value - which they
regard as demonstrating a keen awareness of, and implementation of, quality assurance procedures
Thereafter, the judging panel will liaise with the client - principally by way of discussion centered on 12
fundamental quality assurance factors, before the contractor / consultant will again be contacted prior to final
judgement.
For the moment though all you as a consultant or mechanical and/or electrical contractor have to do is fill
in the coupon below and return it - IMMEDIATELY - to Mr Ewing Patterson, Director,
National Standards Authority of Ireland, IIRS, Ballymun Road, Dublin 9.
PLEASE TEAR HERE - PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL ENTRIES
PROJECT
Name: _
Address: _
CLIENT
Name: _
Address: _
YOUR
NAME
Name: _
Address: _
Tel. No: _ H&VNews,March/987 17 19
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Ninth Biennial Convention
Delegates will then be free to
visit IhVex/Gas Ireland
Exhibition, which remains open
until 20,000 hours.
17.1 5 Conclusion of Conference
Session: Closing Address -
Conference Chairman
Mr. James Maher,
M./.D.HE, P.c.
16.1 5 Paper Corrosion and its Prevention
in Heating Systems
Mr. Alan R.Aldous, Chairman
Aldous [; Stamp Ltd.
This paper deals with
metallic corrosion in water,
ionic migration, galvanic
action, potential of metals a
effects of heat and impurities,
together with the effects of
water hardener in heating
systems and elements of
hardening when scale is a
problem. It also deals with
corrosion inhibitors -
primary effects, types
available and dosage rates and
maintenance. The practical
Treatment Programmes for
new and old installations are
also included along with points
for Trouble Shooting.
16.00 Afternoon Tea
15.00 Paper Heat Pumps & Comfort
Cooling
Mr. Gerard T. Phelan,
Managing Director, G. T.
Phelan Ltd.
This-paper deals with a
general discussion on heat
pumps and their application
with emphasis on the
installation basics and
highlighting the changes
within the heating industry.
Official Opening Address by
The Right Honourable
Lord Mayor of Dublin
14.00 Paper LPG for Domestic & Com-
mercial Heating
Mr. Patrick L. Collins, Group
Technical Manager, ERGAS
Limited
This paper examines the
advantages and disadvantages
of LPG for domestic and
commercial installations and
highlights its flexibility.
The properties of LPG and
their implications on the
design of equipment and the
LPG storage installations are
discussed. Safety standards
within the LPG industryarealso
covered.
12.30 Luncheon
11 .1 5 Morning Coffee
11 .30 Paper The Environment & Coal
Burning Appliances
Dr. Eamonn P. O'Connor,
Commercial Manager, Coal
Distributors Ltd.
This paper will cover a review of
air quality particularly in the
Dublin area and the technolog-
ical advances being made in
the more efficient combustion
of solid fuel, especially in the
area of domestic appliances.
10.00
10.15 Paper Total Integration - The
Changing face of Radiators"
Pat Keane, Runtalrad
09.30 Registration
Programme
The 9th Biennial Convention organised by the Institute ofDomestic Heating and
Environmental Engineers wiU be held in the Burlington Hotel. Dublin 4 on 25
March 1987. in conjunction with IhVex/Gas Ireland. The Convention takes as its
theme a numberof topics which are presently of concern to the environment and
the heating industry as a whole and can greatly benefitall concerned. The content
has been carefully compiled to interestconsultants. contractors. manufacturers.
merchants and all connectedwith the industry. togetherwith the consumer. From
the opening address to the final paper. the message is howimprovementscan be
achieved and new technology utilised. The official programme is as listed below
with biographical details of the speakers also included. The IDHE is particularly
indebted to Pat Keane of Runtalrad who stepped in at very short notice to
present the first paperofthe dayon thewithdrawaI ofthepreviously·listed speaker.
er;
Burlington Hotel
Dublin 2.
March 25th, 1987
Institute of Domestic Heating
and Environmental Engineers
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IDHE CONVENTION
• John Darcy, Sanbra Fyffe, who hosted the IDHE visit to Sanbra Fyffe recently with Bill Perice, Hon.
Sec., IDHE, Declan O'Donnell (Davies Heating & Plumbing) and Kevin Byrne (General Building
Supplies).
Pat Keane
The IDHE is especially grateful toMr. Keane,
not just for agreeing to present this paper,
but for doing so at such very short notice
given the withdrawal of the previously-listed
speaker.
Dr. Eamonn P. O'Connor
Dr. Eamonn O'Connor is a first class
Honours Science Graduate of U.C.D.
following Post graduate research, he was
awarded aPhD. on the results ofhiswork. He
has been employed in the energy industry
for the past 30 years, 25 of which were spent
with Esso Ireland Limited and Esso
etroleum Company Limited in London.
or the past five years he has been
Commercial Manager of Coal Distributors
Limited, taking a special interest in
environmental matters as they relate to the
Coal Industry. He is aFellow ofthe Institute of
Petroleum and the Institue of Chemistry of
Ireland and aMember ofthe Royal Societyof
Chemistry.
Patrick L. ColUns
Paddy Collins qualified as a Mechanical
Engineer in 1958, was elected as aMember
of the institute of Mechanical Engineers in
1960. He commenced his career as a
Mechanical Engineer with Dublin
Corporation and subsequently worked with
Bard na Mona as a Fuel Development
Engineer working on the development of
Automatic Low Ram and Screw Stoker and
Hopper Units for turf. He joined Irish Shell in
1964 as a Fuels Engineer and took up his
present appointment as Group Technical
Manager with ERGAS Limited in 1982.
Gerard T. Phelan. A.M./.D.H.£.
Gerry Phelan has long been associated with
the heating industry, having trained and
qualified as a heating fitter with HA O'Neill.
He was involved with large mechanical
engineering contracts in West Nrica for
many years. He commenced trading as a
contractor in 1965 and became involved
with heating and cooling contracts ata later
stage, specialising in banks and similar
office buildings throughout the country. He
is currently the official distributor forToshiba
heating and cooling equipment in this
country.
A1an R. A1dous
Alan Aldous is Chairman of the Aldous &
Stamp Group of Companies and has
extensive experience in all aspects of water
treatment in heating and air conditioning
industries. Having originally trained as an
accountant, he became interested in the
problems associated with the use ofwateras
a heat transfer medium and formed Aldous
& Stamp Limited in August 1968 to
manufacture and marketwater conditioning
equipment and chemicals. He has
presented papers on many aspects ofwater
related problems in air conditioning
systems, including Legionnaires Disease.
He is a Freeman and Liveryman oftheCity of
London and a keen boating enthusiast.
James Maher. P.c., Conference
Chairman
Managing Director, Coal Information
Services Ltd.,JimMaher has spent his entire
career with the coal industry in the
marketing and management fields. A
member of the Institute ofEnergy, he is also
a Member of the I.D.H.E. and Executive
Committee Member of the Energy
Conservation and District Heating
Association of Ireland. Mr. Maher occupies
the consumer seat on the European Coal
and Steel Consultative Committee at
Brussels, representing the Republic of
Ireland.
9th BIENNIAL CONVENTION
SPONSORSHIP LIST
Allied Irish Finance Co Ltd
Barlo Heating Ltd
BordNaMona
Brooks Thomas Ltd
Burmah-Castrol
Calor Teoranta
C&FLtd
CHS Ireland Ltd
City Building Supplies Ltd
Coal Information Services Ltd
Coppercraft Ltd
Davies Plumbing & Heating
Builders Providers
Ergas Ltd
ESB
General Building Supplies Co
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd
Grant Engineering Ltd
Heatequlp Ltd
Heating Distributors Ltd
Heatmerchants (Kilkenny) Ltd
Heatovent Ltd
Interheat Home Heating Ltd
Irish Shell Ltd
Jones Oil Ltd
Muhr Ireland Ltd
Myson Ireland Ltd
New Dublin Gas
O'Donovan Enterprises Ltd
G.T. Phelan Ltd
P.L.M. Ltd
Quadrant Engineers Ltd
Runtalrad Ltd
J.J. Sampson & Son Ltd
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd
Tirolia (Ireland) Ltd
Onidare Ltd
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ISANITARYWARE
Product Trends Aid
Individual Design Flair
• Kimberley - Bingham have recently appointed K M Reynolds agents for their unique range of "Age- Care" and
"Disabled Equipment" ranges.
Pastel shades or
strong colours.
modem concepts or
age-old influences -
sanitary manufacturers
now offer designers a
wide ranging palette.
writes Brendan
Whooley ofShires
Bathrooms.
The appearance of the
modern bathroom is far
removed from the traditional
almost clinical image in
which a mass of white tiles
and high level cisterns
tended to create a cold,
austere atmosphere. "Any
colour so long as it's white"
is certainly not a slogan of
today's bathroom.
The changes have been
partly led by changes in
technology, but the 'lifestyle'
ethic has been an increasing
influence in recent years.
For interior designers, the
implications are clear and
new products are being
developed to meet a
growing demand for well-
designed, even individually-
designed, bathrooms.
The development of
plastics and the impact of
their development upon the
manufacture of bathtubs
has been a major factor in
the improved perception of
the modern bathroom.
Acrylic is a material whch
has lent itself admirably to
shape and it is the
technological antecedent of
headrests, arm rests and the
generally ergonomic shape
of the modern bathtub.
20 H& V News, March /987
A Variety of Baths
There is an immense variety
of shapes and sizes of baths
available today. Although
bigger baths allow more
space for bathing and luxury
features, they do take up
much more space in what is
all too often a small room.
Nonetheless, very large
baths can be used as a
major feature or as a focal
point in, for example, a
master bathroom. These
baths are most satisfactory
when manufactured from
reinforced cast acrylic.
Circular and rectangular
versions of this type of
feature bath are available.
There are many instances
where the facilities of a
modest-sized bathroom can
be improved, and the limited
space used more effectively,
by installing a corner bath.
When designing bathing
facilities for elderly or infirm
occupants, it is often useful
to partly recess the bath into
the floor. This aids entry and
exit from the bath. A bath is
available with a specially
designed cradle and legs
which reduces the overall
height of the bath to 400
mm.
Showers, WC's and
Washbasins
Showers should, wherever
possible, be a quite separate
installation even though they
may be within the same
room. If there is insufficient
space for a separate shower,
choose a bath with an
integral showering area.
Modem WC suites are
basically of three types: low-
level where the pan and
cistern are connected by a
short length of pipe, close-
coupled where the pan and
cistern are directly linked
together, and back-to-wall
WCs where the WC pan fits
flush against a wall and the
cistern is concealed behind
it
Most WC suites today are
designed with smooth lines
and an absence of
unnecessary crevices. This
is, of course, principally to
aid cleaning, but it does tend
to give the products a
pleasing appearance.
Washbasins are mainly
available with matching
pedestals to give support to
the washbasins and to give
some Cover to pipework.
Vanity units with built-in
washbasins are much in
22
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ISANITARY WARE
Warehouse and Trade Showrooms: T,I.....d
Unit 2, Knockmitten Lane, ~~ fi
Naas Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 520333 Telex: 93295 510Mb 21
favour these days, as they
give additional storage
space, conceal ugly pipe
runs and provide a useful
worktop. Vanity units are
ideal for bedroom and guest
room washing facilities.
Small basins, including
specially designed corner
basins, can often be
mounted directly on to the
wall. A variety of basins of
this type are produced. Sanbra Fyffe
Continue To Prosper
Modem concepts or
influences from the past -
there need be no stifling of
choise or flair. Though
some bathrooms may lack
architectural originality or
interest, there is no shortage
of bathroom products with
which to create mood or
style.
IIRSjlrish Standards
Authority. There is a full
range of some 250 items
fully manufactured at its
Santry factory and all items
are available from stock.
Underground stop cocks,
ferrules and saddles and
combined saddles and
ferrules are manufactured
from gun metal and comply
fully with DOE
_Specifications and are in
Taps and mixers are, of
course, important in their
own right in many schemes.
Coloured fittings, white with
Mistry Grey or Peach and the
new gold effect finishes are
particularly stimulating
developments. It is also now
possible to ring the changes
by selecting contrasting or
complementary headwork.
Sanbra Fyffe, which was the
subject of a successful
management buy out some
18 months ago continues to
trade satisfactorily despite
the reduced market for
building materials.
Production is
concentrated on the
Instantor range of
Compression Couplings to
I.S. 239 1980 for which a
Licence is held from the
through basin, bidet and
bath.
The colour revolution in
bathrooms is, in part at least,
attributable to the
development of colour-fast
acrylics for the manufacture
of bathtubs, since it was this
development which led the
sanitaryware manufacturers
to develop house colours in
matching sanitaryware and
baths. Since the early
1970's, we have seen two
Co-Ordination and Colour quite distinct colour
Co-ordination of shape is of fashion periods.
particular interest to interior Following a period when
designers; it is also an dark and dramatic colours
aspect of product were in vogue, there is now a
velopment which strong preference for light
nufacturers of bathroom pastel colours. Some are
products are increasingly natural tones such as Willow
recognising. Green, Peach and Chiffon
Complementary features Pink. Misty Grey, however, is
which can be sympathised a recent success which
are the shape and size of the suggests that the bathroom-
WC foot and the pedestal of buying public may be
a washbasin. The overall looking for a more
bowl shape and tap platform sophisticated direction for
features can be echoed _ their decor.
I r--r---,-,..,.....=:=r=--,r-=;:=-;;==;==];iiiiiiiiiii
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New Addition to the Athena Shower
Exclusive Range
John Usher Limited
34 Island Street, Usher's Island, Dublin 8.
Telephone 779510,770175. Telex 92267
suite available in the range.
Both closet suites include
flour floor fixing holes to
provide a secure fixing and
included in the cistern
components are four neat
screw caps to enhance the
installation. Close-coupled
closet suite incorporates a
box rim for accurate
flushing and top
performance.
The Studio range also
includes a co-ordinated
bidet available with either an
overrim supply or rear jet
and ascending spray.
To complete the co-
ordination of the bathroom,
Ideal Standard have
designed matching
porcelain handles for use
with the Ideal Standard
Jetline range in mixers and
Pillar taps.
Studio is a wide range of
models in a modern and
simple design to suit your
bathroom. The very
competitive price levels will
appeal to a wide market
including the builder on
strict budgets, but who
wishes to gain a competiti
edge by offering a really
luxurious suite in his houses.
• 'ShowerRound' - a "quadrant"
sliding door shower enclosure from
Showlux. Distributed in Ireland by
Shires Ireland.
Ideal Standard, distributed
by K M Reynolds (Ireland)
Ltd have recently launched a
major new suite called
Studio. Studio is one of the
widest ranges of co-
ordinated bathroom
equipment available. The
range is very modern, with
soft and gentle curves and
beautiful simplicity.
The Studio range comes
in a wide choice of modern
and delicate colours, which
work in complete harmony
with the elegance of this
shape. The Studio is
available in whisper peach,
whisper grey, whisper pink,
whisper blue, whisper green,
Indian ivory, honeysuckle,
pampas, and white.
The wide and
comprehensive range
makes it suitable for
installation in bathrooms,
cloakrooms, and shower-
rooms, even of the most
compact dimensions. The
Pedestal wash hand basin is
available in four sizes from
65cmto50cm
incorporating a neat
pedestal recess to hide the
join between the basin and
the pedestal. In addition to
these basins, there is a new
56cm basin. This basin
(56BR Basin) can be
installed on traditional cast
iron brackets or on studio
side support brackets. For
cloakrooms and compact
shower-rooms, the Studio
range includes neat hand-
rinse basins.
The Studio bath, in
addition to being available in
the normal 170cm version,
is also available in a 150cm
version to allow installation
in a very compact
bathroom. High quality rigid
panels are available to
complete the installation.
The Studio range also
brings a choice of closet
suites - with both close-
coupled suite and low-level
KM Reynolds On The
Expansion Trail
CORNER OPENING
DOORS.
Frames are fitted with
a 'compensating
profile' which adjusts
by up to 12.5mm all
round to take account
of any irregularities in
the wall.
1800 x 760mm only
Wastes), Bolivar (Pipe Clips
& Brackets), Cimberio
(Fullway Lever Ballvalves,
Non-Return Valves, F x F
Gate Valves etc), Jimten
(Plastic Traps), M.N.G.
(Thermostatic Radiator &
Balancing Valves),
Cistermiser (Flush Control
Valves), Howard Bird
(Bathroom Fittings). No list
of products would be
complete without mention
of Polydaptors introduced
by Sanbra Fyffe to the Irish
market over 20 year ago and
which are still simple and
expedient to use with
instantor couplings when
jointing low density
polythene tubes.
Employment is running at
115 persons and the
company is looking forward
to maintaining its position as
the only Irish manufacturer
of a comprehensive range of
plumbing fittings.
/j
dfUJHL
./
John Usher Limited
Agents for Twyfords Bathrooms
fact the only ranges which
satisfy Dublin Corporation
requirements.
Taps to BS 1010 are still
manufactured and a new
range of Eirline taps and
mixer fittings for kitchen and
bathroom application were
introduced during the past
year. As with the company's
other products these are
distributed through the
merchant trade and again
adequate stocks are
maintained at Santry
covering a complete range
fitted with Acrylic or C P
Heads. Bathroom fittings in
gold finish are also available,
together with lever action
taps and many other
ancillary items of plumbers
brassfoundry.
Sanbra Fyffe represent a
number of reputable
overseas manufacturers
including Conex Sanbra
Limited (Ballvalves &
22 H& V News, March 1987
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Sanbra
Fyffe
~ rD1 Everything On Tap For Plumbers.
~~ Sanbra Fyffe, Santry Ave., Dublin 9. Tel: 426255. Telex: 32475.
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opening enclosure to suite
760mm only. Pivoted doors
and double opening doors
are made in 760mm,
800mm and 915mm sizes
with side panels to suit if
required.
Twyfords also cater very
adequately for the hotel,
public house, school or
hospital with a full range of
items. In particular the
Olympian heavy steel bath
has slip resistant finish in the
showering area, thus
making the safety element
very attractive for hoteliers.
Slip resistant is also
available on Luna and
Shallow bath range.
Slab urinals in white
fireclay are also a speciality
and sizes up to 10ft are
usually available from stock
with either concealed or
exposed fitting.
In conclusion, Twyfords
offer a vast range of taps
and mixers in various
finishes and headwork.
Aztec in chrome or gold
lustre with interchangeable
headwork. Amazon taps in
lower price range in chrome,
gold lustre and white finish
with choice of headwork.
Inca quarter turn ceramic
disc range in chrome, gold
lustre, inca royale, inca
mistral and inca laser.
Brochure on all these
products will be available on
request from 1st April.
Comprehensive Range From
JohnOsherI_.......--r-
remodelled to complete a
suite with maximum selling
potential.
The Naiad bath, with its
ergonomically designed
back and arm rests, is
available in the standard
1700 mm length as well as
the shorter 1500 mm
version.
Naiad has always been a
value-for-money bathroom
suite. It remains
competitively priced to meet
the needs of the cost-
conscious private developer
and the home improver.
Now with up-to-the-minute
styling and compact
dimensions, Naiad 11 is set to
reach new heights of
popularity.
The new suite is availabbe
in the full range of Shires'
bathroom colours - now
enhanced by the addition of
peach and misty grey.
For further information
contact Shires Ireland Ltd,
Broomhill Road, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, (Tel: 01-515877).
New Naiad Suite
From Shires
The Naiad ceramic suite has
been totally re-developed,
with a style and appeal that
will ensure it remains in the
forefront of top-selling,
close-coupled designs.
Bathrooms come in many
shapes and sizes, and the
new Naiad suite will look
good in any setting. Where
space is really at a premium,
the smaller 51 0 mm x 406
mm basin and 1500 mm ,
bath will prove indispensible.
An alternative choice is
the larger size, 585 mm x
435 mm basin. Both are
skin tapped for minimum
stock holding and
maximum options. The new
rounded contours of the
washbasin incorporate a
striking internal bowl shape,
stylish integral soap dishes
and a visually distinctive rim.
The Naiad WC and bidet
each have a new slimmer
foot to match the pedestal
and produce a sleek,
modern look The WC
cistern and bidet have been
• aiad 11ceramic suite with compact 1200mm Chorale corner bath discus tap I
& mixers in Diamond White Serenade ceramic acceforiesjrom Shires Ireland.
KM Reynolds (Ireland) been appointed agents by
Ltd are continuously one of the major UK
expandi ng their business. manufacturers of this
They have recently been equipment - Kimberley-
appointed agents for the Bingham. There are a vast
"Module 4" range of curtain number of products in this
rails. This product is already range, which is very
well known and highly competitively priced.
regarded in the market Products range from simple
place. As with all their grab rails right through to
products, K M Reynolds will full shower enclosures, by
be holding large stocks of lnvadex, capable of taking
Module 4 to service the full size wheelchairs.
market adequately. As with all KM Reynolds
KM Reynolds have products, all of the new
recently entered the "Age- products are on display at • AquaG)'III - Caradon Twyfords neat answer to life in thefa.l·t lone. 0 luxury
Care" and "Disabled their showrooms just off the gym whichjits the overage British bathroom. Including sun-bed•.Iolarium and
multi-gym, AquaGym offers the busy health consciousfamily and luxury ofa:::Eq:2.:.u:.::ip~m--.:..:en_f_'_m_a_rk_et,...:.-h_a_vi_n.::g:...-._N~a_a_s_R_oa_d.:.., _D_u_b_li_n_l_2_'__-1 home gym in the privacy of their bathroom. Praetical. safe. and compact.
AquaGylll is the result of Caradon Twyfords research and de,',dopment into
multi-purpose bathrooms. AquaGym. seen here, is based on Caradon TII'J10r
Capricorn LAser suite. featuring sharp grey and green stripes on 0 crisp wh
background.
John Usher Ltd carry a
comprehensive range of
sanitaryware and baths and
indeed everything needed to
fully equip a bathroom with
the most modem ideas from
the 'Twyfords Living Range'.
The most recent suite
launched is the Capricorn.
Its the shape of bathrooms
to come, with sculptured
basins, bidets, baths and
loos all stepped for a
distinguished effect. The
bath, which can be procured
in whirlpool also, has also
the advantage that the tap
can be placed in any of the
four corners. The decorative
co-ordinated ribbing on all
items act to channel water
back into the bowl area.
Available in white and full
colour range.
Last year Twyfords
launched Debut Royale,
sorbet colour with gold lines.
To complement this range
they have now produced
Inca Taps in sorbet with gold
lustre trim. This sets off the
suite beautifully.
In addition to this they
have now launched Debut
Mistral, platinum colour with
maroon and pink lines also
with matching inca taps as
in the Royale range.
Matching Radiante ceramic
accessories are available in
all colours.
The Athena shower door
range has been enhanced
with the addition of a corner
24 H& V News, March 1987 26
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HevacUmited
Industrial. Commercial & Domestic Heating
IntroduceThe Ultimate In High-Tech Sophistication With The
CHAPPEEXR4
22 Boilers from 135 KW to 835 KW Output
PANEL FEATURES:
Flue Gas Temp.
Gauge allows a large
selection of modes.
Groups together the
various controls and
operations although
independent from the
body. Room is
available to house
most electronic
regUlating systems in
order to optimise
XR4 operations even
further.
1. Combustion chamber:
"CHAPPf:E" cast-iron
2. 2 x50 mm insulation, top and
sides (1 x 50 mm, front and
rear)
3. Horizontal, front and rear,
cleaning traps, giving
prompt access to exchanger
4. Stove-enamelled steel
casing - with clip-on fast
assembly
5. Control panel to make the
best of boiler performance
6. Flame sightglass, with
chamber pressure sensor
7. Fixed or hinged burner plate,
factory-drilled to special
order
8. Plate insulation pad: 10 mm
ceramic fibre (with 55 mm
fibreglass, if swinging plate)
9. Flow and return flanges. PN
16DN 125 steel
10. Bored-steel flange for
sludge removal, dia. 90
(optional)
XR4 also offers extra insulation on the vital parts of
the exchanger, foil-backed, fibreglass 100 mm
blanket, in two, 50 mm, layers separated by an air
seam, to minimize radiation losses.
The CHAPPEE cast-iron expertise allows perfectly
safe, low temperature operation (flow: 400 C
minimum) in connection with direct action of
regulation on burner.
As a result, the annual operating efficiency is very
similar to the combustion efficiency - an operating
efficiency enhanced still by the, optional,
condensing module (teamed with gas burner).
Energy Conservation Priority With Outstanding
Efficiency Up To 84%
Gain Through Low Operating Costs
For XR4, CHAPP~E hav~ produced a pressurized,
high efficiency blind combustion chamber: Velocity
is thus boosted along the combustion gas path, and
ensures:
- optimum use of the energy supplied,
- reduced flue gas losses,
- reduction of ventilation within the chamber, and
of resulting heat losses, when the burner is
stopped.
XR4, has an exceptionally large choice of boiler 3r
and burner sizes.
Indeed, each model in the series has a varying
output range, geared to the actual requirements of
the system. Result: optimum annual operating
efficiency. ~
~tJ'I HevacUmlted
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. Telephone: 519411. Telex: 30324
Cork Office: Tivoli Industrial Estate. Tel: (021) 500166
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control with digital read-out ofprocess
variables is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.
modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging
MANOTHERM LTD.
Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFAST Tel. 084-645966
System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The
0~HNSON p
CONTR~LS P~~d~cts
IhVex Stand No. 47 28
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